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Bound volume of correspondence compiled by Alec Waugh concerning the publication of The Loom of 
Youth (ref. SS/OS/Waugh, A.R./2/1). 
 
Correspondent(s): 
SECKER, Martin (1882-1978), formerly Percy Martin Secker KLINGENDER.  Publisher.  Director of The 
Richards Press Ltd., publishers of the new edition of The Loom of Youth (1955).  Letters to Alec Waugh and 
to S.P.B. Mais dated 20 June 1916. 
 
MAIS, Stuart Petre Brodie (1885-1975).  Author, journalist, broadcaster.  Schoolmaster at Sherborne School, 
1913-1917.  Appears as ‘Ferrers’ in The Loom of Youth. 
 
WAUGH, Alexander Raban Waugh (1898-1981).  Novelist.  Author of The Loom of Youth (1917).  Son of 
Arthur Waugh (1866-1943) and Catherine Charlotte (née Raban) (1870-1954).  Elder brother of Arthur 
Evelyn St. John Waugh (1903-1966).  Educated at Fernden Preparatory School, Haslemere, Surrey, and 
Sherborne School. 
 
Letter from Martin Secker to Alec Waugh, 20 June 1916, ref. SS/OS/W/Waugh, A.R./2/1/p.12: 
 
[With a note in Alec Waugh’s handwriting: ‘The typescript was then sent to S.P.B. Mais, who showed it to 
Martin Secker.  Secker turned it down.’] 

 
MARTIN SECKER 

Publisher 
NUMBER FIVE 
JOHN STREET 

ADELPHI 
 

London 20th June, 1916 
Dear Sir, 
 
I have read your novel THE LOOM OF YOUTH with a good deal of interest and I find in the work a great deal 
upon which to congratulate you.  Nevertheless, I am returning it to you chiefly because the actual subject 
chosen does not appeal to me sufficiently to encourage me to undertake its publication. 
 
I am extremely obliged to you for having allowed me to see the story, and I hope that you will allow me to 
see something else of yours at some future time. 
 
Yours very truly, 
Martin Secker. 
 
To 
Alec. R. Waugh, Esq. 
 
Letter from Martin Secker to S.P.B. Mais, 20 June 1916, ref. SS/OS/W/Waugh, A.R./2/1/p.14: 
 

NUMBER FIVE JOHN STREET ADELPHI 
 

June 20.1916 
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My dear Mais, 
 
I am afraid I have had to turn down Alec Waugh’s novel.  I read a good deal of it, and with enjoyment, but I 
gravely doubt the book’s commercial chances.  And these, in such times, must be considered.  Probably his 
next book will be a very much more hopeful speculation & I hope to have the chance of it. 
 
I have just refused, also with reluctance, an amusing squib by Desmond Young [added in Alec Waugh’s 
handwriting: ‘who later wrote ‘Rommel’.’], who appears to be a friend of yours.  However, I introduced him 
to Grant Richards who accepted the book after 12 hours deliberation.  The author has repaid me by calling 
once or twice and investing considerable sums in the best modern literature drawn from my shelves.  I 
hope to see more of him. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Martin Secker 
 


